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Monitoring of vital parameters such as temperature, pulse, blood pressure, among
others, in hospital intensive care (IC) units is extremely important for rapid and
effective interventions, aiming the returning to baseline conditions of patients [1].
Visible Light Communication (VLC) can provide access of vital parameters to doctor
personal devices, such as smartphones and tablets [2]. As an Optical Wireless
Communication (OWC) technology, VLC uses the unlicensed light spectrum with light
sources to provide enough modulation bandwidth for high data rate transmissions. In a
hospital environment, each luminaire can be used as a wireless access point to
transport vital parameters provided by sensors located in multi-parametric
monitors. In such application, the visible light spectrum between 400 THz (780 nm)
and 800 THz (380 nm) can be used, considering a light-emitting diode (LED), generally
applied for illumination.
Visible light communication is often investigated for wearable patient monitoring
devices [3]. In some cases, a VLC downlink is combined to an infrared (IR) uplink,
despite the possible interference with some medical equipment like surgeon robots,
where IR optical tracking systems are used [4]. To avoid IR based electromagnetic
interference, the authors of [5] deployed VLC to transmit electrocardiogram signals,
using on-off keying (OOK) codification. The impact of the OOK signal bandwidth is
experimentally evaluated in this work, considering a context in which VLC is applied in
IC medical environments. The experimental results proved the robustness and the
stability of the evaluated OWC system, in a VLC link of 1.5 m. The system performance
was measured in term of Eye Opening Penalty (EOP) offline calculated as
EOP = 10 × 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 �
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where 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the difference between the positive and negative levels of an OOK
reference signal and 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the eye opening amplitude of the received signal [6]. In
this work, the EOP metric was investigated as function of the LEDs polarization current
(Ibias). The importance of the Ibias parameter is evident regarding dimming and human
health, although LED nonlinearities are expected when boundaries are explored.
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The EOP as function of bias current is shown in Figure 1.(a), considering three different
signal bandwidths. Taking an EOP of 15 dB as a reference penalty, it is possible to verify
from Fig. 1.(a) that, with an bandwidth of 1 MHz, a great performance is reached in a
wide range of currents between 10 and approximately 700 mA. Above this value of Ibias
the system performance is affected by nonlinearities raised mainly by the LED
saturation. At high bias currents, the performance is even better, if the lower
bandwidth equals to 500 kHz is considered in the OOK signal generations.
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Fig. 1.(a) Measured EOP as a function of the bias current (Ibias) at 0.5, 1, 5 MHz frequencies,
at 1.5 m. (b) Corresponding eye diagrams measured when Ibias = 400 mA. (c) Received
patient data measured at the transmitter by sensors of a multi-parametric monitor.

Although lower frequencies achieve better EOP at higher currents, an overall high
penalty with higher frequencies appears, due to LED bandwidth limitation. Fig. 1.(a)
presents an increase of 2.42 and 11.6 dB at 300 and 500 mA, for a 5 MHz in comparison
to 1 MHz. The limiting bandwidth distortions are emphasized by the corresponding eye
diagrams shown in Fig. 1.(b), obtained with an LED bias current of 400 mA.

The OOK-based VLC system was used to transmit patient data measured by sensors of a
multi-parametric monitor. The picture shown in Fig. 1.(c) confirm the robustness of the
evaluated system. The measured data depicted in Fig. 1.(c) consist of the heart-rate,
oxygen saturation, pulse rate, respiration rate, temperature and non-intrusive blood
pressure. The evaluated performance confirmed the ability of LED to serve as
information access points in classified areas such as intensive care medical
environments, if the bandwidth of the OOK signals is carefully designed.
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